STUCK ON SUBWAY MOON
a play in two acts
by

students from
Bronx Early College Academy (Bronx)
High School for Violin and Dance (Bronx)
Institute for Collaborative Education (Manahattan)
with

Roy Nathanson and The Jazz Passengers

ACT 1
Mark
At 7:30 in the morning
I missed the bus that was
To come at 7:35
I didn’t run for that bus today
Guess I just wanted to walk
Me, Myself, and Isolation
Deserved to have a talk
Of course it was Me who
Started first and later
Stepped in Myself
But Isolation was fairly silent
It seemed as if there was no sense of self
The flower shop I usually see
with the roses and the daisies out front
Wasn’t as beautiful as usual
And I guessed I’d looked too long
The bird’s nest on the oak tree
at the end of the boulevard
Turned out to be stringy magazine
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And the stray cat from 170 had an owner
And the school yard had no children
And it was 8:15
And I was going to be late again
Elisabeth
Oh snap!
This afternoon I sit and stare
at the floor
on the 4 train
This stop?
161st Yankee Stadium
Train’s packed there’s
a game.
Bronx Natives look in disgust
As the white fans mush together
Screaming “Go Yankees!”
As it is a must
This afternoon I sit and stare at the floor,
muttering “Fuck the Yankees”
As the train moves forward.
Katya
And bumps the coffee out of her hands
It ain’t my fault for bringing it on the J train at rush hour.
She walked up,
Sloshing with the rhythm of shuttering train wheels
It ain’t my fault she held it shoulder high,
Making it tip like a waterfall
Reison
Got my seat.
Looking like a lifeless beet.
Still happy ‘cause you know me,
Gonna go to my swim meet.
Early as hell, caught a seat.
Got a 100 meter… neat,
win this shit, make my new feat.
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Katya
It isn’t my fault she held it shoulder high,
Making it tip like a waterfall
Covering the speckled black ground with light brown
Trinity
Here on this bumpy ride,
I see the pot brewing
Different colors, shapes and sizes.
The smell of coffee
Pale skinned women and men sip
Mocha brown skins hang their heads
Next stop is 233rd street
8 dark brown crayons get up
out their shells and leave,
I am the peach
Bridget
I stand on the platform as the silver greenhouse stops in front of me.
lyrics of billies “ocean eyes” fills my ears with silk as I got ready for this ride.
There’s Cactus poking micro holes into my clothes
“excuse you”
butterflies landing on my shoulders invading my personal space
I was no longer on a train
I was in garden.
A long, hot, exotic garden.
Jason
I’m convinced there’s three different kinds of people.
There are the ones who watch the train pass...
The ones that wait in the middle of the platform…
And the ones who are always on the move...
I love those kind of peopleThey remind me of myself.
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Emma
With dark moons under my eyes,
Into the tunnel we go
Falling down further and further.
A continuous sluggish speed of uncertainty
Mind of a child
Full grown body.
Chorus whispering backstage
Full grown body - mind of a child, etc., etc.
Emmanuel
Thinking about should I sleep in the subway or not
Thinking about should I even take the subway.
I got my seat
I got my eyes closed
I got comfortable
But this loud buzz come out of nowhere
Babies crying
People talking on the phone
Crackheads keep asking me for money, thinking that I am going to give him one
I’m trying to play games, but I need Wi-Fi
I’m trying to play music, but I need Wi-Fi
I’m trying to text my teacher, I need Wi-Fi
Reison
If I win, I'll flex it off
If I win, colleges notice
If I win, I'll make it to states
If I win, got more high stakes
Maya
Blistering cold, spit flying from screaming mouths.
Tear stains on warm cheeks as we shuffled in the moonlight.
Midnight commutes on empty carts, as if it was just you and I in the world while we shared
laughs.
Deserted platforms met with our silence
Passengers sneering at us, arm in arm
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My head against your chest, feeling you rise and fall
Rise and fall
We rose and we fell.
Josie
don’t you feel so fucking bad when you can’t buy gummy fruit snacks
no quarters and no country for round-faced kids carrying giant boxes
Emmanuel
I knew it I should have walk
Eating my snack in peace and then a man show
up with a box of snacks,
Josie [with a book]
A grizzled old man asks me what I am reading
A few figs from thistles
and his face opens—
Oh, I Iove her. I love her.
Nobody’s sonnets sing like Edna’s
Emmanuel
Thinking that I am gonna buy one
Knowing that he saw me eating my snacks
Then a group of people perform a dance and accidental kick my snack down and said he said
sorry knowing that I was really mad.
Catherine
you see their faces and how mad they look
the sound in their voice
the way they speak
Bridget
You see people selling candy
I see lillies standing pretty
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Laisa
Somersault And Strut While The Wheels Grind And Scream
I’m A Subway Stripper - doodoodoo doodoodoo doodoodoo doo doo
Josie
Oh I love her I love her
nobody’s sonnets sing like Edna’s
Laisa
Silhouette Why? Because It’s Dark Outside The Lights Are Off Nothing But A Melanated
Shadow Stripping And showings Off It’s Dips Splits Saunters And Grinds And Scream I’m A
Subway Stripper, Doodoodoo doodoodoo doodoodoo doo doo
Josie
Nobody’s sonnets sing like Edna’s
Catherine
people don’t care about other people’s feelings
people that have insecurities
people who feel like they don’t fit in
we will never all be the same…
trains have smelly nasty things
like dead rats…garbage everywhere...
Josie
And why isn’t it against the rules to fill the sky like this
Emmanuel
Men selling fruit snacks
Stinky people
Josie
is every
space supposed to be ours
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Emmanuel
Men selling fruit snacks
Stinky people
Bridget
You see people selling candy
I see Lily’s standing pretty
Jason
I once kissed a girl on the edge of the platform.
All I remember....
The wind.
The chance.
Hope.
Arianna [yelling]
She ain’t listening
[Speaking normally] With her head out the window
[Yelling] She ain’t listening
[Speaking normally] Or do your eyes deceive you?
She ain’t listening
To the sounds out the window
to the heart and the breath that make us equal
She ain’t listening
Watching part one to the sequel
Emelyn
People crowding me like a bullet to the brain
Distorts the cyclic chain
Of the cars passing by my face
That take me back to my plane
Everyone on this train cries their own story…
Their past, this present, and the future we all want to unfold….
149th street and Grand Concourse…
No running train and no force in sight.
A esta altura, creo que el avión será mi mayor.. fight
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All
Born on the concourse,
Ready to go full force
Born on the concourse,
Ready to go full force
etc., etc.

ACT 2
The curtain rises, revealing a suggestion of a subway car, with benches, seats and poles. The
performers all come onto on the subway car. A crazy saxophonist (Roy) starts playing parts of
“Moon Bridge Evocation” interspersed with short bursts of the following poem/rant sections.
Roy
Tensionson
Tensionson
Nathan
Tensionson
ancient
ancient tensionson
Ancient ancient
Ancient tensionson
ancient
Can’t son
ancient
Can’t son
Ancient
Chantson
ancient
Chantsonson
Ancient Tension
Ancient , ancient Tension
Everyone but Trinity
Enough already we can’t even think!
Trinity
same tune over and over. When is it going to end? Is it, going to end?
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Everyone but Trinity
Enough already we can’t even think!
Trinity
Stuck in time, stuck on a rhyme, stuck, stuck. Still the annoying tune, the same tune.
Elisabeth
A roar of annoyance is erupting my body.
Shut the fuck up
Everyone
Enough already we can’t even think!
Trinity
This tune is annoying, this tune IS haunting.
[Roy stops playing]
Trinity
This train ride is one from hell!
delays, stolen trains, and track runaways.
“We are sorry for the inconvenience,”
They say, but are they really sorry?
Reison
Annoying fucking train
Now I’m fucking late
Don’t make me
Start a debate
If I can
I’ll smack this train’s fucking face
Maria
Stuck in this place and there is
No way for me to leave—
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STUCK—
Stuck like a piece of gum on my pants
Stuck like a fly on a sticky trap
STUCK—
Stuck because I can’t help her.
Reison
What the fuck
This fucking shit
I need to go to my meet
Real fucking quick
Don’t do this
Maria Nuñez
Stuck for 6 years,
I was the girl who bullied.
I’ve been called
Stupid,
Ugly,
Fat,
So many mean things
Jasiris
Seeing the
light has left my vision
made me blind
to the happiness I once knew
Reison
Ruined my day
Ruined my team
Jasiris
I shut my mouth afraid to use my voice
Told my friends….
they just looked at me
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Reison
Ruined my year
Ruined future
Maria
Trying to text my mom but my phone has no service
I need wifi
Jasiris
Broken, shattered
Stuck inside the darkness
not able to surface to the light
Maria
Trying to listen to music but I need wifi
Wifi all over the place
Yet I need wifi
Wondering when? How? Why?

Song: “I Need Wi-Fi”
Trying to play games but I need Wi-Fi
Trying to play music but I need Wi-Fi
Trying to text my teacher, but I need Wi-Fi
I need a Wi-Fi, I need a Wi-Fi
etc., etc.
Emmanuel
This loud buzz of music comes out of nowhere
Babies crying
People talking on the phone
This crackhead keep asking me for money
Thinking that I am going to give him one
Catherine
Look out the window
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Thinking about life – why do I feel lost
In this fucked up world with no Wi-Fi
I want music blasting in my ears
Text my friends and vent
Emmanuel
I am freezing up in life
Work
School Work
Trips
Basketball
Prom
Too many things in my head

Maria
A rabbit trapped in a box
Can’t trust anybody-Too many stabs at my heart.
As if the clock stopped
And I can’t come back.
My voice—stolen.
I find myself quickly sinking
In wet sand...
Emmanuel
Stuck in the train,
Worst day of my life
Stuck with weird people
A woman next to me who is taking two seats
Smells so bad that my eyes burn
Emelyn
The bridge is falling down
Our worlds are losing bound,
There’s nowhere to hide
In the middle of the crowd.
We’re all losing our minds,
At the side of the train
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Emmanuel
Everyone keep asking me if I am ok
I told them yes knowing that I am not
Sometimes I just want to run away but I can’t become my mom will beat my ass.
I am just gonna to pray to God to cancel my stress away
If he can
Eli
The sound of 808s bleed from the earbuds next to me into my skull
Another minute passes
Time feels like molasses
I have places to be
I have faces to see
ome issue
There always is some issue
Laisa [dancing]
They Call Me the Court Street Silhouette I Step On In Stilettos, Surrounded By Supportive
Subways Show Watchers. Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doot Somersault And Strut
While The Wheels Grind And Scream
Josie
the people soundtrack skips a beat and dies, voices move in reverse
Swallowed words race down throats
And we are sitting pressed against each other in sardine silence
Who hung me here?
Eli
Some issue
There always is some issue
Laisa
The Red 9028 Lights Flicker Fast For My Fantasy Of A Show . I Touch Pole 1,2,3,4 Climb On
Up And Split On The Floor, Subject Natalie’s Cookies And Candy To Seductive Things
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Catherine
Stuck
with a bunch of people
that don’t even know or care about you
Laisa
I’m A Subway Stripper, Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doot Silhouette Why? Because
It’s Dark Outside The Lights Are Off Nothing But A Melanated Shadow Stripping And
showings Off It’s Dips Splits Saunters And Grinds And Scream I’m A Subway Stripper, Doo
Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doo Doot Doot
Emelyn
People crowding around me like a bullet to the brain
Putting on my headphones
I sustain,
I refrain
Catherine
people that you might never even see again
the train’s not moving…
making a silent sound as if time has completely stopped
Emelyn
People crowding around me like a bullet to the brain
Putting on my headphones
I sustain,
I refrain
The choppiness in my brain
Distorts the cyclic chain
Of the cars passing by my face
That take me back to my plane
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Song: MAYBE
Katya
The man next to me is inching closer come from school? he
questions I sit on edge, bags tipping over train car’s empty, did I
mention? He asks for my name and age should I lie, say my name is
Candice? Legs shake, he’s on the wrong page say I’m 12 from
another planet
Chorus
Maybeee I could crank open the window
Maybeee jump out into the water below
Maybeee I could join the symphony of groans
Weeee are stuck on this train now, not our phones maybe.
Arianna
I hate you
that with all your wheels
you choose to stay in place
I wish I could fly the coop
get out of this hell hole
get me where i belong
Elisabeth
Thoughts may be misleading
my heart is beating
tragedy in the air
have no time to spare
because maybe my time on the train
wasn’t meant to be
just believe every little thing
you can see but
remember looks may
be deceiving when
you’re looking at me.
Trinity
I look out the window
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notice that everyone are like birds.
trying to get to a place
but they don’t really know where they are going.
maybe it’s best we try to fly
Josie
Whatever manipulation of the laws of physics
that lets a train float suspension cables of disbelief we could jump
and we are mta commuters
to whom the laws do not apply
we drift into the river
buoyed by the fuckery
of the Cuomo administration
Emmanuel
Maybe
just maybe
I want to live forever
and live a perfect life
with no problem
and no explanation
just me and my happy face
taking over the world
Emma
Maybe the everlasting sand in my eyes
will maybe fade away.
from the tunnel to the sky
maybe one day, I’ll learn how to fly
far away from all the bullshit and the lies.
the wind beneath my wings
will maybe elevate me to a greater state of being
and I will no longer be stuck
on a train that’s sole purpose is to take me to new places.
maybe the stars and I will be the best of friends.
from misguided wishes to goals achieved
and glorious lessons learned.
maybe one day, I’ll be something beautiful.
a sight for sore eyes.
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Elisabeth
As I stand clear of the
Closing doors, I witness
A man running to catch
the train.
He didn’t make it.
I sat and looked at my reflection.
Just like I’m witnessing the teen boy
go into the old lady’s purse.
As she rests her eyes
I’m being reminded by the male voiceover
“If you see something, say something"
Should I say something?
I think not.
Roan
The left-handed business man with the watch on his right wrist and laptop on his lap wouldn’t
dare give his seat to the old woman.
The hungover man with sunglasses on inside is probably telling himself “I’ll never drink
again.”
He probably will.
Bridget
An Aggressive voice runs through the atmosphere.
You see a Screaming lady who’s probably had the worst day
But I see a rose standing tall
with thorns coming out of the stem representing its strength,
It’s so beautiful yet hide behind its pain.
Katya
Her painting stretched onto her coat and suitcase Her art staining her very existence
Josie
Liver spots and plastic bag possessions.
A man curled up on a blue seat.
God I am lucky. I am so lucky
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Jason
That little girl on the train with white sparkly shoes…
Kicking them back and forth in complete oblivion and happiness.
Between my life and being stuck…
Between my age and it’s toll on my energy and the wrinkles on my eyes…
All of a sudden, I don’t have the same energy anymore…
Until I met this girl named…
And looking at this little girl reminds me exactly of her.
Eli
I try and resist the urge to stare at her
It’s a very rude thing to do
Staring that is
But my curiosity outweighs my courtesy
So I look at her
Yelling at the subway doors to shut the fuck up
I can’t let her look at me
Or else I’ll be just like the doors
Bridget
Head in her knees
she’s got her head in her knees
Not really sure if Her next meal guaranteed
Sobs through the night
Tears fill her hunger
No friends nor family
Just her and a Dark corner.
I put a quarter in her cup,
Cause that’s all I have.
“She says god bless you”
And I return with a smile.
My heart hurts to see her so weak and fragile.
Katya
Advertising every inch of my vision Casper mattress, 20 years of seamless, do I need GUESS
GUESS GUESS Old man napping, or is he dead? Watch him closely to detect a single breath
What if he’s sick and I left him there
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Emelyn
The boy crying because someone stepped on his toy…
The mother yelling because she wants to destroy.
Josie
There are those little cards advertising the services of a psychic that are tucked into the corner
of each silver frame. Have you seen them?
Roan
I wonder if the father wearing a sparkly pink backpack feels pretty.
The little kid in the stroller never smiles back at the friendly adults, they will probably start to
miss it when they grow up and they get smiled at less and less.
Bridget
Black music notes circulate the atmosphere,
They run up and down flowing out of this saxophone.
Katya
Any surface can be anything, a dining room, a bed, or a stage…
Josie
I imagine the mother who fell down the stairs with her stroller and I don’t remember her name.
I am so sorry I don’t remember her name but this girl’s face looks like hers. Subway mother, I
am sorry. I am so so sorry…
Elisabeth
Max Mara
Target bags
Soda cans
I can’t believe it man
Someone’s bed
Someone’s space
I can barely even see his face
One man’s trash is another man’s treasure
On the NYC Subway
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Song: SHE AIN’T LISTENING
Katya
She ain’t listening
with her head out the window
she ain’t listening
do your eyes deceive you?
Arianna
Looking in the mirror, crying
feels like I’m dying
when I’m really lying to himself
saying I don’t need nobody else
knowing I can’t by myself
Katya
She ain’t listening
She’s got no places to go
People do know
through the big winds and snow
Catherine
Are you listening
To the calling in your heart?
You may be alone
But you’ll know that from the start
Arianna
And you never gonna hear me
never gonna pay
begging for a change
but you always stay the same
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Elisabeth
Does my eyes deceive me? Or isn't that the
Snack guy over there looking sleazy?
Do my eyes deceive me? Come over
Here snack guy please come feed me
What kind of snacks you got?
My friends and I are hungry
We can't keep on sitting here patient
We just cannot.
Emmanuel
Yo I need some Cheez-its
Emelyn
We need some Cheez-its
Emmanuel
To feed our empty souls
Maya
We need some Cheez its
Elisabeth
I know this may seem farfetched
Or maybe a stretch, but my friends and I are
Hungry our stomachs are a mess.
We know you sell for income
But can’t you spare a crumb?
Being stuck here is a lack of sanity to humanity
Can’t you see? It’s an emergency! some sort of urgency; come feed us please.
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Song: SNACKS
All
I need Cheez-its, Goldfish, pretzel sticks and peanut butter cups
Snacks
Mark
I still have a need to fulfill this hunger
oh sir might I ask for a bite of your bag
this train you should serve
and maybe even the next car
or perhaps the conductor
I’ve been rambling for some time now
feed me or teach me to be fed
two hands of groceries bags feed
100 thousand million heads
and rest our stomachs sir
do you want me dead
I think not
if only you’d share your spirits with this train
we’d have full souls along with your snacks
an abundance you possess can save our little world
we’ve been stuck in this bridge for some time now
and we’ve not eaten since you left
welcome back for the first time
I’m
not
crazy
I’m just expressing a vision that’s hazy
I can’t see the future but I sure can smell it
like the chicken cutlets and fresh watermelons
you sir can spark our imagination by feeding our hungry minds
you sir for the cost of 100 dimes
saved this subway with the food you possess
so please sir share your blessings with the rest
we’re hungry and you have food
stay awhile and learn our togetherness
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Song: DINNER SONG
Catherine
The chuchería, the sound of the crunchy chips crunching in your
mouth,
Arianna
I think they call it sugar coating, no
coating your fears in sweet serenity
a moment of euphoria
a drug for a thug
Catherine
Chuchería all the sweet candies like Skittles and Starbursts,
Jasiris
The sweet flavor
of meat
greasy oil drips down my fingers
as the ribs my mother makes
causes my taste buds to tingle
the white rice gives an exquisite taste
to compliment the ribs
my mother’s food
brings me joy to all the world
Catherine
Chuchería the donuts being so soft that it melts in your mouth
Roan
Come back down
just come back down
so we could stay up here if we really wanted to
take this car off the rails and just fly away
cause I don’t even care where iwas even going to
take this train off the rails
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Trinity
The crunchiness of these orange chips,
shaped like a triangle
my mouth waters as I munch ‘em.
my nose is running
from this hot spicy tingle
while I wipe away my tears
Catherine
Chuchería is something that you eat and wanna keep eating,
chuchería like all the things you get at the store and keep buying it
chuchería, chuchería is is
Maria
Lasagna is soo good
the cheese is soo melty
this meat is so good
when you get your first bite you’ll fall in love
once you get the last bite you’ll want more
oh lasagna
why do you taste so good?
is it because of of your sazón?
I know my mom says, “aprende a cosinare y despuese tu vas a saver”
Catherine
Chuchería like all the things you get at the store and keep buying it
chuchería, chuchería it is
Jason
Growing up, the train was our mode of transport.
Whether it was the ‘’Q’’ towards the Beach,
Or the ‘’3’’ with its bridge running through my projects...
Or the shuttle from Grand Central to the Crossroads of the World
To us, the train wasn’t just a train.
It was isolation.
But it was also community.
It was home.
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Josie
I already don’t know if tonight ever happened.
You probably don’t either. we never read about it.
The moon framed by metal and rubber looks made up.
The only things that I know for sure are real are high fructose corn syrup and fluorescent
orange cheese products. Communally chemical.
Emma (written by Galytia)
The sound of the D train
coming,
Its slight breeze, bringing back memories.
Do you remember that feeling?
Holding you parent’s hand, waiting…
For the grey blur of a fast train you’ve seen a thousand times.
The sound of the train horn blaring,
Being tired on the train and trying not to fall asleep,
Like that guy sitting next to you.
Do you remember seeing that one rat and naming it?
Gustavo.
His name was Gustavo.

Song: MOON BRIDGE EVOCATION
(instrumental)

All
Born on the Concourse, Ready to Go Full Force
Emelyn
The next stop is....
The track of uncertainty
Feeling the winter breeze, we see the sun and trees,
And we’re so damn happy
To get off this train.
Born on the concourse,
Will always be the motivation
The plain, my plain, our plain field
To remain on this train,
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A train
Not in vein, not to refrain
But to sustain
The possibility of a dream not yet obtained
All of us have our own
At least in some metaphorical frame
To keep the motivation
All say: Born on the concourse ready to go full force
In motion
All this commotion, emotion
Annoyance unspoken and outspoken
Shows our true identification in this absurd thing we call life.
Here we are
The poet
Crazy saxophonist
The snacks Guy
The subway stripper
The singer
The relationship dweller
The observers
And the group of unintroduced faces that sit and judge all of us.
Standing clear of the closing doors
We ask you: Where do you fit on this train?

THE END
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